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Of the hundreds of thousands of
Muslims arriving in Makkah this
week for the annual hajj pilgrimage,

perhaps none had a more arduous jour-
ney than Adam Mohammed, a 53-year-old
electrical engineer from the United
Kingdom. Mohammed, who is of Iraqi-
Kurdish origin, decided last year to travel
on foot to Saudi Arabia, a journey of more
than 7,000 kilometers (4,350 miles) that
took him through nine countries before he
crossed over from Jordan into the north-
western Saudi town of Tabuk.

The trip was made all the more dramat-
ic by the fact that when he started his trek
11 months ago, pushing a cart in front of
him that contained his food and other sup-
plies, he had no idea whether he would be
able to access the holy mosques in
Makkah and Medina.

It was only in April that Saudi Arabia,
which barred overseas pilgrims in 2020
and 2021 as part of efforts to mitigate the
coronavirus pandemic, announced that
one million Muslims, including 850,000
from abroad, would be able to participate
this year. Now safely in Makkah, some 15
kilograms (33 pounds) lighter than when
he started, Mohammed has no regrets. “I
cried when I first arrived. Itʼs an unbeliev-
able feeling,” he told AFP.

“My trip was exhausting. I stopped in
many places for rest. But I was focused on
one thing: I am 53 years old, so what if I
spare 11 months on the road to reach the
house of God? Itʼs doable.” Mohammed
said Saudi authorities granted him and his

wife and two daughters, who have flown
from the UK to the Gulf kingdom, a permit
to participate in the hajj, which consists of
a series of religious rites completed in
Makkah and surrounding areas of western
Saudi Arabia. Most of the other foreigners
performing the rite have been selected via
a lottery system.

ʻIt is my dreamʼ 
One of the five pillars of Islam, the hajj

must be undertaken by all able-bodied
Muslims who have the means at least
once in their lives. But pandemic restric-
tions forced countless would-be pilgrims
based outside Saudi Arabia to put their
plans on hold. Usually one of the worldʼs
largest religious gatherings, about 2.5 mil-
lion people participated in 2019, before the
pandemic began.

The following year, foreigners were
blocked and the total number of worship-
pers was capped at 10,000 to stop the hajj
from turning into a global super-spreader.
That figure rose to 60,000 fully vaccinated
Saudi citizens and residents in 2021.
Hosting the hajj is a matter of prestige and
a powerful source of legitimacy for Saudi
rulers. The ban on overseas pilgrims
caused deep disappointment among
Muslims worldwide, who typically save for
years to take part.

Though the number is much higher this
year, there are still some restrictions: par-
ticipants must be Muslims aged under 65
who are fully vaccinated and can submit a
negative COVID-19 PCR result from a test

taken within 72 hours of travel. The hajj
officially begins Wednesday, and Makkah
is already overrun with worshippers who,
like Mohammed, are relieved to have final-
ly reached their destination after long,
stressful waits.

A 30-year-old Russian pilgrim who

gave her name as Halima said she had
been imagining her stay in Makkah for
more than a decade. The hajj costs at
least $5,000 per person, and Halima said
she shared her story with friends to drum
up funds for both her and her father to
come. “Yesterday was the first time I saw

the Kaaba,” she said, referring to the large
black cubic structure at the centre of the
Grand Mosque. “It is my dream to be here,
and now I am living it.”— AFP 

Pene Pati: The
Samoan Pavarotti

Pene Pati remembers his teachers at
university telling him: “Donʼt be
ashamed if you donʼt make it because

a lot of Pacific singers wonʼt.” In fact, they
added, no one from Samoa had ever
become an opera star. Patiʼs reaction?
“Well, Iʼll be the first and Iʼll prove you
wrong.” Now, at 34, he has released his first
album on Warner Classics, and is about to
star in Rossini̓ s “Moise et Pharaon” at the
prestigious Aix-en-Provence festival, after
already wowing audiences from Bordeaux
to San Francisco. 

There is one comparison that keeps
coming up-and not just because of his com-
manding physical presence. “Nearly every
critic Iʼve had at every single opera has said
the same thing: ʻYou truly do sound like
Pavarotti̓ ,” he told AFP with a laugh.

The comparison is well-earned, since
Pati spent hours watching Luciano
Pavarotti-one of the legendary Three Tenors
and widely regarded as one of the greatest
singers of the 20th century-trying to figure
out his secrets. “I couldnʼt afford singing les-
sons so I ended up teaching myself on
YouTube,” he said. “They were the only
people I knew. I would watch videos of
Pavarotti and zoom in on his face and try to
figure out what he was doing and how he
could make it look so easy.”

Pati was born on the Samoan archipel-
ago but grew up in Auckland, New
Zealand. He credits a smart initiative by
his teachers for discovering his voice: they
only allowed boys to play rugby if they also
joined the choir-to make sure singing was
embraced by sporty kids. “The experiment
worked.—AFP

Japanese scientists have successfully
produced cloned mice using freeze-
dried cells in a technique they believe

could one day help conserve species and
overcome challenges with current
biobanking methods. The United Nations
has warned that extinctions are accelerat-
ing worldwide and at least a million
species could disappear because of
human-induced impacts like climate
change.

Facilities have sprung up globally to
preserve samples from endangered
species with the goal of preventing their
extinction by future cloning. These sam-
ples are generally cryopreserved using liq-
uid nitrogen or kept at extremely low tem-
peratures, which can be costly and vulner-
able to power outages. They also usually
involve sperm and egg cells, which can be
difficult or impossible to harvest from old or
infertile animals.

Scientists at Japanʼs University of
Yamanashi wanted to see whether they
could solve those problems by freeze-dry-
ing somatic cells-any cell that isnʼt a sperm
or egg cell-and attempting to produce
clones. They experimented with two types
of mice cells, and found that, while freeze-
drying killed them and caused significant
DNA damage, they could still produce
cloned blastocysts-a ball of cells that
develops into an embryo.

From these, the scientists extracted
stem cell lines that they used to create 75
cloned mice. One of the mice survived a
year and nine months, and the team also
successfully mated female and male
cloned mice with natural-born partners
and produced normal pups. The cloned
mice produced fewer offspring than would
have been expected from natural-born
mice, and one of the stem cell lines devel-
oped from male cells produced only
female mice clones.

“Improvement should not be difficult,”
said Teruhiko Wakayama, a professor at
the University of Yamanashiʼs Faculty of
Life and Environmental Sciences, who
helped lead the study published in the
journal Nature Communications this
month. “We believe that in the future we
will be able to reduce abnormalities and

increase the birth rate by searching for
freeze-drying protectant agents and
improving drying methods,” he told AFP.

ʻVery exciting advanceʼ 
There are some other drawbacks-the

success rate of cloning mice from cells
stored in liquid nitrogen or at ultra-low tem-
peratures is between two and five percent,
while the freeze-dried method is just 0.02
percent. But Wakayama says the tech-
nique is still in its early stages, comparing
it to the study that produced “Dolly” the
famous sheep clone-a single success
after more than 200 tries.

“We believe the most important thing is
that cloned mice have been produced
from freeze-dried somatic cells, and that
we have achieved a breakthrough in this
field,” he said. While the method is unlikely
to entirely replace cryopreservation, it rep-
resents a “very exciting advance for scien-
tists interested in biobanking threatened
global biodiversity”, said Simon Clulow,
senior research fellow at the University of
Canberraʼs Centre for Conservation
Ecology and Genomics.

“It can be difficult and costly to work up
cryopreservation protocols and so alterna-
tives, especially those that are cheaper
and robust, are extremely welcome,”
added Clulow, who was not involved in the
research. The study stored the freeze-
dried cells at minus 30 degrees Celsius,
but the team has previously showed
freeze-dried mouse sperm can survive at
least a year at room temperature and
believes somatic cells would do too.

The technique could eventually “allow
genetic resources from around the world
to be stored cheaply and safely”,
Wakayama said. The work is an extension
of years of research on cloning and
freeze-drying techniques by Wakayama
and his partners. One of their recent proj-
ects involved freeze-drying mouse sperm
that was sent to the International Space
Station. Even after six years in space the
cells were successfully rehydrated back
on Earth and produced healthy mice
pups.— AFP

Keepers of Ukraine 
keys ... and secrets

Yevgen Yelpitiforov counts out the
keys of the homes he has been giv-
en to look after by friends who have

fled Ukraine since Russia invaded.
“Thereʼs 19 in all,” he said, cradling the
bunch in his hands. Since the war began
the 37-year-old biologist, who works as a
gardener to make ends meet, has added
another notch to his crowded CV-as a key-
keeper. For the last few months he has
been criss-crossing the devastated Kyiv
suburbs of Bucha and Irpin looking after
homes and houseplants abandoned when
their owners fled for their lives.

“After the liberation, many of my
acquaintances asked me to come and see
if their houses were still intact, if they had
windows or doors,” he told AFP. Yevgen
would go around and turn on a light to
ward off looters, clear up the broken glass,
send items on to their owners, or do a bit
of gardening.

Soon-as word got around-the keys
began accumulating. They would be “sent
by mail, or I would take them from a neigh-
bor, or from under the doormat.” Some
keys came with coffee or chocolates, as
tokens of gratitude, as Yevgen had been
doing it all from the goodness of his heart.
Returning friends would often find a little
present from him, a bouquet of flowers or
fruit to make them feel “happy”. “If it was
me, they would have helped me too,” he
insisted. “These are my friends, all the
keys I have are from the people I know.”

Gas mask for the fridge 
But sometimes the job stank, literally.

“The hardest part” was clearing out rotten
food from fridges and freezers left for
weeks without electricity. “The smell is so
bad you could pass out,” he said. Which is
why he is so grateful that someone gave
him a Soviet-era gas mask. Even after a
thorough cleanup, apartments still need to
be aired out a few more times because
“the smell remains for a week or two”.

In Bucha, which has become a symbol
of crimes carried out by Russian troops,
Yevgen parked his car in front of a brand
new apartment complex, most of whose
windows were blown out. Nothing but a
pile of metal remained of one car parked
outside while another was riddled with
shrapnel. Yevgen stayed just long enough
in a small apartment to water some plants.
The only sign of the war was a note on the
wall left by Russian soldiers, “Excuse us
for breaking in.” The front door, like most
others on this floor, had to be replaced.

A television voice actor before the war,
Oleksandr Furman spent April as a key-
keeper, looking after six Kyiv apartments
abandoned by his friends. His most
unusual mission was tidying away the sex
toys his ex-girlfriend and her new partner
left behind after fleeing the city just after
the invasion began in the early hours of
February 24. “She told me, ʻI canʼt ask my
mother to do it,ʼ” Oleksandr said, bursting
out laughing. “I hid them well... “I was
lucky. I wasnʼt shot at, missiles didnʼt fall
near me,” he said. And by helping the
actor felt he was “doing my duty by those
who suffered”.—AFP
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Muslim worshippers pray around the Kaaba at the Grand Mosque in Saudi Arabia’s holy city of Makkah.
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Biologist and gardener Yevgen Yelpitiforov, 37 years old, shows the keys of houses and apart-
ments entrusted to him by people who fled the war, in Irpin, Kyiv region.— AFP

Samoan tenor Pene Pati poses ahead of the
International Festival of Lyric Art of Aix-en-
Provence, in Aix-en-Provence, southern
France. — AFP 

‘Unbelievable feeling’: Overseas hajj 
pilgrims rejoice after COVID absence

Muslim pilgrims are pictured at Jabal
Al-Noor ‘mountain of light’ overlooking
the holy city of Makkah. 

Muslim pilgrims are pictured on Jabal Al-Noor
or ‘Mountain of Light’ overlooking the holy city

of Makkah on July 5, 2022. —  AFP photos

How a new technique could help 
conservation: Freeze-dried mice


